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Gait Analysis of Slope Lateral Walking: A Preliminary Study
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Abstract
of 也 is study were to investigate 也e differences in gait parameters of 10wer e刮起mity
center ofthe pressure between 1evel and slope 1atera1 walking , and hopeful1y to improve 1abor safety.
Method: Four norma1 subjects participated in thi日 study. The entire 1atera1 walking cycle can be divided into the
stance phase and the swing phase. Slope inclinations were set at 5 degree. The subjects walked from the bottom of the
slope to the top. The data was collected for 5 seconds for each trial.
Results: Similar pa仕ern was found in the first and the second force p1ate which indicated that the inc記 asing height
on the slope di血 't change 也e trajectory of center of pressure
Conclusions: The pa仕ern of the ank1e joint of the 1eft foot was signi日cantly different from that of the right ankle
during 1evel and slope 1atera1 walkingτbe results will he1p 1abors to decrease the possibility of being injured, and to
promote 也e performance
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I ntroduction
Wi也
1abors'
dedication , the economy continues
developing. As the production process becomes more and
more complicated nowadays , more operating risks are
invo1ved. As a result, the workers' occupationa1 safety t叮n日
into one of the primary concerns for all the developi月
countries.
Tubu1ar steel scaffo1ding is common1y used in Taiwan as
constrnction fa1se work and finishing s仕ucture of high
headroom bui1dings. Accor油ng to 1abor 1aw, when it' s
necessary for 1abors to work on 2-meter or higher scaffo1dings,
the width of the scaffo1dings shou1d not be na叮ower 出租 30
centimeters. An d since 也C 臼nter of p記 ssure (COP) i 日出c
point where the force i日 collectively exerted at 也e s叮fa白，也c
measurement of the COP has been a successfu1 too1 for gait
ana1ysis [1]
To investigate 也e phasic activity of the 10wer e刮起mity
mu日 cles during ups10pe and downs1ope walking , five mu日 cles
of ten healthy men were examined by telemetered
elec甘omyogr可hy (EMG)[2]. The mu日 cles we自由e tibiali 日
anterior (TA) , gastrocnemiu日 (Gc) ， rectus femoris (盯)，
semitendinosu 日的 t) ， and gluteus maximus (GM). The
inclinations ofthe slope were 3 , 6, 9 and 12 degrees. EMG of
the mu日cles and the time factors of a wa1king cycle were
recorded by a 12-channe1 po1ygraph simultaneous1y. In
ups10pe wa1king, the duration of TA, St and GM activity was
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10nger and that ofRF activity was shorter than in 1evel wa1king
The phasic pattern of Gc in ups10pe wa1king was the same as
in 1eve1 wa1king. In downs1ope of Gc and RF activity was
10nger than on 也e 1evel. St showed biphasic activities. The
phasic pattern of TA and GM were near1y the same as the
pa仕ern in 1eve1 wa1king. The phasic activity of the mu日 cles
altered when the ups10pe inclination was over 6 degrees , or
over 3 degrees in downs1ope. The findings indicate 也at the
mu日cle s stabilize knee and ank1e joint much more in slope
walking than in 1eve1 walking , and in slope wa1king, they a1so
exert them日 e1ve s to elevate or 10wer the body weight. The
determinations of step 1eng曲， width , time factors and deviation
in the center of pressure during ups10pe and down slope
walking in 17 healthy men between 也e ages of 19 and 34 were
made by a force p1ate [3]. Slope inclinations were set at 3, 6 , 9
and 12 degrees. At 12 degrees , wa1king speed, the product of
step 1ength and caden白， decreased signi日cantly (P<.Ol) in
both ups10pe and down slope wa1king. The most conspicuous
phenomenon duri月 ups10pe walking was found in cadence.
The steeper the slope , the smaller was the cadence. On the
other hand, the most conspicuous phenomenon in downs1ope
walking was step 1ength. The steeper the slope ，也e shorter the
step 1ength was.
Kinematic and kinetic parameters are important for
investigation of gait patterns. To authors' best know1edge ,
however, no studies had focused on the kinematic or kinetic
changes during slope walking. In our previous studies [4丹，
gait mode1s were establi 日 hed to ana1yze the phenomena
occurred in patients and norma1 subjects. The technique can be

